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The OriGen CryoStore™ Multi-Chamber Bag
is intended for freezing blood components.

It provides you with the traceability and durability
that you need.

TRACEABILITY 
Each chamber of the bag is printed with unique
numbers for easy identification. The numbers on
the chambers match those on the tube set
ensuring traceability. 

DURABILITY 
The OriGen CryoStore™  Bag is the industry-preferred
cryogenic freezing bag. The spike port and film used in every
CryoStore™ Multi-Chamber Bag are made from a robust EVA. 

LABORATORY SAFETY 
Tube sets have luer-actuated needle-free injection ports. These swabable ports help maintain sterility of 
the sample through numerous actuations and reduce the risk of needle sticks during processing. 

EASE OF USE 
The tube set has a syringe included for removal of air prior to filling the bag with any fluid. This will help 
expedite the debubbling process. Each multi-chamber bag has tubing compatible for sterile welding, 
needle-free access, and a male and a female luer connection. 

EFFICIENCY
Multiple chambers are filled from a single location and the channel located at the bottom of the bag 
allows for easy heat seals between each chamber with a standard tube sealer. This separation of 
individual chambers allows multiple post thaw applications without compromising the integrity of the 
rest of the cellular product.
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CRYOSTORE™ MULTI-CHAMBER BAG
The OriGen CryoStore™ Multi-Chamber Bag
is intended for freezing blood components.

CS30M9 10.4

PART
CODE

WIDTH
(cm*)

7.2 4-6ml

FREEZE/FILL VOLUME
PER CHAMBER

HEIGHT
(cm*)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

FIVE CHAMBER BAG

DEPTH
(cm*)

0.9 30ml

FREEZE/FILL VOLUME
PER BAG

BAG PER
TYVEK POUCH

1

POUCHES
PER CASE

12

NUMBER OF
CHAMBERS

5

CS30 CS30M9 WITH EMPTY SYRINGE

M9 TUBE SET
WITH EMPTY SYRINGE

*Length, width, and depth are approximate chamber footprint.


